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Abstract— Pneumatic energy is the readily available and low 

cost energy. Nonconventional energy system is very essential 

at this time to our nation. So that the pneumatic type of energy 

is considered for our project. In this project compressed air 

can be produced with the help of motion of wheel. Then this 

compressed air can be used for further applications. 

Compressed air production using vehicle wheel needs no fuel 

input power to produce the output of the air. The control 

mechanism carries the air cylinder, quick exhaust valve, non-

return valve, rack and pinion, foot pump, and dynamo and 

spring arrangement and spring arrangement. We have 

discussed the various applications and further extension also. 

Suspension system during the time of vehicles running, the 

rack slide up and down; it helps to rotate gear attached the 

dynamo smoothly. While the dynamo rotation it generates the 

electric DC power, we can store it in battery. The aim of this 

project is generation of power and production of compressed 

air using foot pump and rack and pinion gear setup in vehicle 

suspension. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The suspension systems are used in vehicle to support weight 

of vehicle body and to isolate the vehicle chassis from road 

disturbances. The dampers are designed to dissipate vibration 

energy into heat so as to reduce the vibration transmitted from 

road excitation. It is feasible to harvest this vibration energy 

from the vehicle suspension system to improve the efficiency 

of the vehicle. The suspension system used for the 

regeneration of vibration energy is called regenerative 

suspension system. One of the important losses is the energy 

dissipation from the vibration of suspension system. 

 Now a day’s cost of fuel is increasing. And fossil 

fuels are being consumed with very fast rate. So we have to 

reduce fuel consumption. So we have decided to work on 

using wasted energy in shock absorber. Shock absorbers are 

used to damp oscillations by absorbing the energy contained 

in the springs or torsion bars when the wheels of an 

automobile move up and down. Conventional shock 

absorbers do not support vehicle weight. They reduce the 

dynamic wheel-load variations and prevent the wheels from 

lifting off the road surface except on extremely rough 

surfaces and making possible much more precise steering and 

braking. Shock absorbers are having reciprocating motion in 

it. Although the reciprocating distance is very low the 

suspending mass is very high i.e. the mass of total vehicle. 

When vehicle is on a normal road then also shock absorbers 

are working due to uneven roads, sudden breaking or sudden 

acceleration. So this reciprocating motion of shock absorbers 

can be converted into rotary motion and through small 

gearbox attached to DC generator of automobile, electricity 

will be generated when shock absorbers will be reciprocating. 

When vehicle will pass through dump or pit, that time high 

energy will be generated through DC generator. Battery is 

connected to the DC generator, such that battery will be 

charge due to suspension system.     In today’s industrial 

world man’s innovative ideas has taken him towards all 

directions concerning about the production and safety in 

industrial establishments. Some instruments are of  shear 

excellence  where as others  are the result  of  long   research  

and persistent work, but it  is not  the amount of time and 

money spent in the invention  of device or the sophistication  

of its  operation ,  but its  convenience, utility  and operational 

efficiency that are important in considering the device.   

During times of emergency, especially during journeys if the 

air pressure of our vehicle decreases then it poses a great 

problem to the rider.  In order to help during such 

emergencies portable equipment is required which can help 

the rider to easily pump air into the vehicle tyre to the required 

air pressure without any excess effort and power requirement. 

Man has needed and used energy at an increasing rate for his 

sustenance and well being ever since he came on the earth a 

few million years ago. Primitive man required energy 

primarily in the form of food. He derived this by eating plants 

or animals, which he hunted. Subsequently he discovered fire 

and his energy needs increased as he started. To make use of 

wood and other bio mass to supply the energy needs for 

cooking as well as for keeping himself warm. With the 

passage of time, man started to cultivate land for agriculture. 

With further demand for energy, man began to use the wind 

for sailing ships and for driving windmills, and the force of 

falling water to turn water wheels. Till this time, it would not 

be wrong to say that the sun was supplying all the energy 

needs of man either directly or indirectly and that man was 

using only renewable sources of energy. 

 
Table 1: 

 Pneumatic energy is the readily available and low 

cost energy. Nonconventional energy system is very essential 

at this time to our nation. So that the pneumatic type of energy 

is considered for our project. In this project compressed air 

can be produced with the help of motion of wheel. Then this 

compressed air can be used for further applications. 

Compressed air production using vehicle wheel needs no fuel 

input power to produce the output of the air. The control 

mechanism carries the air cylinder, quick exhaust valve, non-

return valve, rack and pinion, foot pump, and dynamo and 

spring arrangement and spring arrangement. We have 

discussed the various applications and further extension also. 

Suspension system during the time of vehicles running, the 

rack slide up and down; it helps to rotate gear attached the 

dynamo smoothly. While the dynamo rotation it generates the 

electric DC power, we can store it in battery. The aim of this 

project is generation of power and production of compressed 

air using foot pump and rack and pinion gear setup in vehicle 

suspension. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Pritam Keram5 

In this project we are collecting air from the air cylinder and 

store this energy to air tank as non-conventional method by 

simply driving the vehicle. Our paper focuses on energy 

saving mechanism by using vehicle suspension system. This 

project mostly useful in developing countries like India 

because in our country there are both types of road conditions 

best as well as worst. Air is the working substance of our 

machine. This system gives smooth operation and smooth 

movement vehicle. This project helped us to know the 

periodic steps in completing a project work. Thus we have 

completed the project successfully 

2) Venkatesan.C 

This project is made with pre planning, that it provides 

flexibility in operation. This innovation has made the more 

desirable and economical. This project ―compressed air 

production using vehicle suspension and power generation 

system‖ is designed with the hope that it is very much 

economical and help full to all vehicles to produce the 

compressed air and power. This project helped us to know the 

periodic steps in completing a project work. Thus we have 

completed the project successfully. 

3) S.Vigneswari1, V.Vinodhini 

This project is made with pre planning, that it provides 

flexibility in operation. This innovation has made the more 

desirable and economical. This project “Compressed Air 

Production Using Vehicle Suspenson” is designed with the 

hope that it is very much economical and help full to all 

vehicles to produce the compressed air. 

 This project helped us to know the periodic steps in 

completing a project work. Thus we have completed the 

project successfully. 

4) Borse S.H., 2Satpute A.G: 

Now a day we have required fuel efficient car. But the engine 

of the cars is not efficient when the load on car is high. For 

this purpose we have reduce the load on engine that is to run 

the AC and Compressor. Instead of engine power we are used 

the suspension system for producing compressed air and AC 

effect Vice- Versa. Current air-conditioning systems can 

reduce the fuel economy of high fuel economy vehicles. And 

also in previous days there is wastage of energy in suspension 

system that is linear motion of suspension system, which is 

also use for compress the air by using piston-cylinder 

arrangement. By using this compress air we can run AC 

system in the car and save fuel economy 

 This paper is focused on energy saving mechanisms 

by using vehicle suspension system. This project can be very 

much useful for Indian conditions because of geographical 

sites. Taking into consideration other manmade sites like road 

it is well known fact that we have one of the best as well as 

worst road conditions available. So this kind of project is well 

worth regarding Indian context of view. Using of this system 

in vehicle we are save fuel economy. 

5) PROF. GIRISH ZULAPI: 

We have taken up this project as real challenge, as we were 

not experience in the field. We started our work on this 

project facing new hurdles initially. After the completion of 

the project work we tried its working in our college machine 

shop and we were pleased to note that it does meet the 

requirements for what it is meant. 

 The maneuverability of the device is quite good and 

the handling is quite simple. For commercial purpose one can 

improve the efficiency of the device effectively by increasing 

the size of the device. 

6) Prof. S. U. Ratnparkhi1, Mr. Tejas Tharkude 

Nowadays we require fuel efficient car which is possible only 

when load on the system is less. Hence to reduce the load on 

the system we have to reduce the load on the engine using the 

kinetic energy generated in suspension system. Current air 

conditioning systems can reduce the fuel economy of high 

fuel economy vehicles. With the help of the piston-cylinder 

arrangement it is possible to convert the compression and 

expansion in suspension to reciprocating motion which will 

compress air at high pressure. The pneumatic single acting 

cylinder is used for this project to compress the air. The 

output air from the pneumatic cylinder is collected through 

temperature sensors and this compressed air is stored inside 

the storage tank. After this research we concluded in car there 

is a lot of fuel burnt only for working of A.C. while driving 

the car. By using this compressed air we can run the air 

conditioning system in the car and save the fuel. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

1) Project survey and selection 

2) Documentation collection 

3) Calculation 

4) Material selection 

5) CAD Modelling (CATIA V5R20) 

6) Material collection 

7) Manufacturing process 

8) Testing 

IV. CALCULATION 

Air compress by suspension 

Rear suspension basic specifications 

Bajaj discover or pulsar 150cc 

Suspension Type: Nitrox 

 Steel spring 

1) Modulus of rigidity G=78600N/mm2 

2) Average diameter of coil D=33.3mm 

3) Diameter of coil wire d=6.7mm 

4) Maximum no. coil n1=17 

5) Height of spring coil h=210mm 

6) Total outside dia of coil D=D+d 

= 40mm 

7) No of working coil turns n= 15 

8) Weight of  bike = 121kg 

9) Weight of 2 person on bike = 70×2 

= 140kg 

10) Total  weight on bike suspension is =140+121 

=261kg 

11) By considering or by std rear suspensions takes 65% 

weight of total weight That is 

= 261 ÷100 ×65 

=169.65 ~170 kg 

Dynamic load (in moving condition) 

Dynamic load is ×2 then static load 

So 170×2 = 340kg 
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W = 3334.97 = 3335N 

For single shock absorber 

w/2 =1667.5N 

F =1668 N 

Compression of spring/ Deflection 

ᵟ= 8FDᵌh ÷Gd ̂4 

ᵟ = 46.66mm 

ᵟ =47mm 

 Total air pressure in two wheeler tyre is front = 30 psi & 

rear 35 psi 

Total = 65 psi 

65 psi = (65 × 1 ×9.81)÷2.24×( 2.54×10 ̂-2)2̂ 

= 4.410 bar 

 Amount of air storage 

Two person seating on bike. 

Diameter of piston is =30mm= d1 

P=F / A 

= 3335÷ ⫪/4 (d1) 2̂ 

= 47.18 bar = 3.32 psi 

So storage tank is of 70 psi for filling 65 psi air in tyre one 

time and 5 psi for cleaning. 

So air compressed in one stroke is 

V= (⫪/4) ̂2 ×0.047 

=3.32×10 ̂-5 m ̂3 

 Volume of tank 

Dia of tank = 150mm = 0.15m 

Length of tank = 340mm =0.34m 

= (⫪/4)d ̂2 ×L 

= 5.967 ×10 ̂-3 m ̂3 

 No of stroke to fill tank 

Volume of tank   ÷ volume per stroke of piston 

= 5.967×10 ̂-3 ÷3.32×10 -̂5 

= 179.72 = 180 

Consider per kilometer the no. of speed breaker and 

uncontinues road is = 7 

(by considering the wagholi to dy patil lohagoan college road 

) 

Distance need to travelled =no .of stroke / 7 

= 180/ 7 

= 25.71km 

So by this all parameter we found that need to travel 25.71km 

for filling air tank full and it useful for both tyre filling of two 

wheeler and for cleaning also. 

 Battery Calculation: 

To find the Current 

Watt = 18 w Volt = 12v 

Current =? P= V x I 18 =12 x I I = 18/12 = 1.5 AMPS 

BATTERY USAGE WITH 1.5 AMPS BAH /I 8/1.5 = 5.298 

hrs 

V. OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of this project is to fabricate a very 

simple and portable yet an effective air pumping device 

which will help a common man to be self-dependent. 

 Manufacture a compact system which will easy to 

assembly on vehicle. 

 A very low capital investment; hence affordable for the 

common vehicle rider. 

 This will not need an artificial power source, ensuring 

minimum running cost. 

 Portability, which will be an added feature reducing the 

carrying or transportation cost. 

 Generate a maximum air by compression of suspension. 

 Provide a comfort to drive in off road area. 

 And this system will generate the maximum electricity. 

 Store this in the battery. 

VI. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 While driving the vehicle, due to suspension system in 

vehicle energy is generated this is normally kinetic 

energy. 

 This energy is previously wasted but in our project we 

are converting that kinetic energy into compressed air by 

using piston-cylinder arrangement in single acting 

cylinder. 

 At the time of driving some time tyre need to fill a air in 

off road condition at this condition there is no option for 

filling a air so need to generate system like that. 

 And also the vehicle need a air for cleaning any time. 

 Also the electricity requirement is still increasing 

continuously. 

As a tyre inflation and air cleaning takes a more energy for 

generating a air and electricity. 

VII. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

When the vehicle runs on the irregular roads then the wheel 

goes to up and down motion. The cylinder arrangement is 

attached on the wheel axle. This motion is used to suck the 

air from the atmosphere. Thus the piston inside the cylinder 

creates the internal pressure which results in storage of air to 

the tank at certain pressure. This pressurized air is saved 

inside the tank. The outlet of tank consists of four valves 

which are used to supply the air to other pneumatic 

applications. Here the non-return valve is used to avoid the 

reversing of air flow to the atmosphere. The main 

components involve in this project consists of foot pump, air 

tank, hoses and connectors, pressure gauge, spring, non-

return valve, wheel, battery, dynamo, rack and pinion and 

vehicle setup 

 So as per our design we can generate a maximum air 

by suspension of vehicle and it can be very useful for cleaning 

a vehicle and also for filling air in the type of vehicle. 

VIII. ADVANTAGES 

1) Pollution free system as there is use of renewable energy. 

2) No need fuel input and electrical power input 

3) This is a non-conventional system 

4) Easy to work and reduces the manual stress 

5) Electricity generation and its use for house appliances. 

IX. DISADVANTAGES 

1) Mechanical moving parts is high 

2) Initial cost of this arrangement is high 

3) Need a maintenance regularly for efficient work of 

system. 

4) High quality equipment’s required. 
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X. APPLICATIONS 

1) All highways 

2) All road ways speed brake 

3) Petrol bunk 

4) All vehicles 

5) Future scope 

6) This arrangement is slightly modified to construct in 

speed breaker and foot step and this arrangement can be 

fixed in Schools. 

XI. SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

We feel the project that we have done has a good future scope 

in any engineering industry. The main constraint of this 

device is the high initial cost but has low operating costs. 

Savings resulting from the use of this device will make it pay 

for itself with in short period of time & it can be a great 

companion in any engineering industry dealing with rusted 

and unused metals. The device affords plenty of scope for 

modifications, further improvements & operational 

efficiency, which should make it commercially available & 

attractive. If taken up for commercial production and 

marketed properly, we are sure it will be accepted in the 

industry. It has plenty of scope if the device is made larger in 

size. Also the it increases the electricity generation option 
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